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2006b(4): Describe the advantages and disadvantages of rocuronium for 
RSI 
General: Rapid sequence induction (RSI) is a technique of producing general 
anaesthesia and optimal intubating conditions to rapidly secure the airway. Also 
allows Pt to be woken promptly should intubation fail 

- Pt types 
o Non-fasted: Eat/drink <4hours prior, delayed gastric emptying 

(SBO, appendicitis, trauma, opioid use) 
o ↑intra-abdominal/intra-gastric pressure: pregnancy 
o History of difficult intubation 

- To facilitate rapid awakening should intubation/ventilation fail, traditionally 
drugs with high speed of onset (SoO) and rapid offset time have been 
used. 

o Induction agents: thiopentone and more recently propofol 
o Muscle Relaxants: Suxamethonium 

Advantages of Rocuronium for RSI 
 Rocuronium Advantage/Disadvantage 
Physicochemical   
Mechanism of Action Non-depolarising competitive 

antagonist nAChR 
Requires >75% receptor occupancy 
to achieve relaxation 

Adv: Doesn’t produce S/E of 
large-scale depoln (↑K+, myalgia) 
Dis: No defined end-point of 
blockade (fasciculation seen 
w/sux) 
↑receptor occupancy cf sux 
(20%) for effect 

Presentation Doesn’t need special storage, draw 
up neat - readily at hand 

Adv: Sux needs refrigeration, 
other NDMR need to be 
reconstituted eg vec, miv 

Interaction Physically incompatible w/STP Dis: Cannot be mixed in same 
injection 

Dynamics   
ED95 (mg/kg) 0.3 (intubating dose 0.6) Sux intubating dose 1mg/kg  
SoO (2xED95) 1-2min Dis: Not quick enough for RSI 
 30s if use 3-4xED95 Adv: ↑SoO than any NDMR 

Dis: ↑duration of action w/↑dose 
(up to hr)- not able to wake Pt if 
intubation fail 

Duration of action 20-35min at 2xED95 Dis: Sux duration of action 3-
5min 

CVS 0: Nil effects Adv: Unlike sux, which can 
cause ↓HR 

CNS Nil effect on ICP/IOP Adv: sux ↑ICP and IOP (risk to 
open eye injury) 

GIT Nil effect on pressures Adv: Nil ↑ risk of aspiration 
Allergy/anaphylaxis Rare Adv: sux which has high 

incidence of allergy 
MH Not a trigger for MH (in animal model) Adv: sux has assoc 
Special groups Nil problems with paraplegia, LMN 

injuries/disease, mm dystrophy, burns 
Adv: sux can cause ↑K+ in all 
these groups 

Paeds Safe for use in children (although 
large doses will ↑duration of action. 
Can be given IM 

Adv: ASA recommends to not 
use sux in paeds due to risk of 
undeclared mm dystrophy 
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Kinetic   
Distribution Hepatic failure can ↑Vd / ↑action Dis: for RSI 
Metabolism <5% metabolised Adv: ↑active roc → ↑conc 

gradient → ↑diffusing into NMJ 
unlike sux which is 80% 
metabolized prior to arrival at 
NMJ 

 Not affected by pseudocholinesterase 
def 

Adv: in those undiagnosed 

Elimination Bile 85%, urine 15% Dis: Active drug present for 
longer than sux, ↑duration of 
action. May be ↑in severe 
renal/hepatic disease 

Antagonist Sugammadex Not available yet. Cyclodextran 
→ Rapid reversal by taking up 
rocuronium → sequestering 

 


